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English: https://youtu.be/RCBSOt2VHU4  

Hindi: https://youtu.be/eVcRYd-U4no  

Mathematics: https://youtu.be/TOVVDe879Fc  

General Science: https://youtu.be/v11lhpFLijU  

Social Studies: https://youtu.be/DTniIU25Nds  

Sanskrit: https://youtu.be/fVGfDmutq6o  

Computer Science: https://youtu.be/qAfkHkeGf8Q  

General Knowledge: https://youtu.be/Wfx6iS0SyYM  

Moral Science: Kindly see below  

Physical Education: https://youtu.be/aFzzBOfDtsk  

Music (Guitar): https://youtu.be/JKO0wF7zXs4  

Music (Keyboard): https://youtu.be/vzRRurIpuJ4  

Health & Sanitation: https://youtu.be/b0j5SQx-puE  

Art Education: https://youtu.be/Ky3ZL0kmAEc  
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EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
MORAL SCIENCE 

CLASS – VIII 

Chapter :- 12 " Choosing Ideals " 
 

EXERCISE : 

Q1. What is the connection between ideals and values? 

Ans.Our ideals are our better selves and we can move towards them, if we choose our values wisely. Values 

are standards of conduct and motives for action. 

Q2. Why is it important to be realistic as well as steadfast? 

Ans. We cannot have everything because life is short and we cannot reach out to too many things at one go. 

Therefore we have to select our values according to what we are capable of doing. 

Q3. What is 'inspired wishful thinking '?How does it affect our characters? 

Ans. There are other people who never go beyond the stage of inspired wishful thinking. Such people aim at an 

impossible target. They gaze so intently upon this target that they see nothing except their inability to reach it. 

Hence,they fear to act and develop a paralysis of the will. This result in having a week characters and losing the 

power to act at all. 

Q4.Name all the values that are essential in themselves . 

Ans.The value of fair play, the virtue of  truth , the virtue of goodness are all basic values that gives us moral 

responsibility ,self respect and peace.  

Q5.How is repetition and ruthless discipline necessary in achieving our ideals? 

Ans. The secret lies in repetition and ruthless discipline . Therefore if we know what we want in advance and we 

are aware  of the cost , we will achieve the ideal if we pursue it with seriousness. 

(B) Fill in the blanks. 

1.You get _______ from life unit you put something into it . 

2.A man with ambition could go so far as to disregard the right of others , or even his own ______. 

3.An _______ normally consists of an urge to do something and an ideal to be something . 

4.The aim of keep an ideal is to  make ourselves ______ than what we are. 

Ans.1. Nothing , 2.Self-respect  , 3.Ambition , 4.Greater. 

 

(d )True and false :  

1.An ideal is a standard of imperfection that we set in our mInds. 

2.Aim and perfection do not give meaning to our life . 

3.For man to have his head in the clouds but his feet should be firmly planted on the sky . 

4. Each person has some gift that is like a lump of raw material. 

Ans.1.False , 2. True , 3.False , 4.True 

(C) From your own life: 

Q1. What is your ambition in life? 

Ans. My ambition is in life is to well become businessman. 

Q2 . Who is your ideal? 

Ans  . My ideal is my family members. 

Q3 . What are the qualities in your ideal that you admire? 

Ans. My family member do a lot for everyone in the family. They all are very polite. They all are support me in all 

my correct decision and my family member are very hardworking. 

Q4. What happened do you make in trying to reach your ideal 

Ans . I am doing my best to reach my ideal. 

 

 

 


